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This book compiles for you an easy way to understand the inherent qualities of numbers themselves so that you can understand what the Universe is saying to you when it "communicates" to you through numbers, thus giving you one more tool to make sense out of this thing we call life.

We all see particular numbers in our lives that seem to keep repeating themselves, almost as if they're trying to get our attention. But what the heck, if anything, are they trying to tell us? After researching and learning more about all the "triple digits" that more and more people report they see all the time, I became interested in what the inherent qualities of the numbers were and where the original ideas behind "what the triple digits meant" came from. (I'm always re-researching others' work.) Below is my compilation of the information I learned at first and then came to understand as I continued to be aware of the patterns within the numbers themselves and worked with them over three years. For starters, the Universe is always "talking" to us through many avenues. As the saying goes, "there are no accidents in life. Only coincidences." So why not tap into the constant coincidences occurring around us all the time that we're mostly unaware of to possibly get some guidance in our lives?

The wonderful thing about communicating with numbers is that there are no 'mistakes'. That is, a 3 is a 3 is a 3, so it doesn't get caught up in the obscure meaning of words. Numbers are clean, clear communication. And for those of you who prefer the difficult, hazy communication of words, those will still be there for you if you so desire. Personally, my life and my understanding of "Life" have become so much simpler with the constant reminders by universe through the simple venue of number communication.
**Key to Numbers**

Each number has a particular vibration or energy associated with it which is understood as its essence or nature. Below are the qualities associated with the numbers 0-9. For you numerology buffs, I've included 11 in the next section.

0 - Unmanifest, Wholeness

1 - Creativity, Independence, Originality, Ego, Self

2 - Cooperation, Relationship, Empathy, Unity, Co-dependence

3 - Creativity expression, Sociability, Friendliness, Superficiality, Wastefulness

4 - Practicality, Application, Loyalty, Rigidity, Repression

5 - Freedom, Change, Travel, Inconsistency

6 - Love, Responsibility, Understanding, Jealousy

7 - Spirituality, Wisdom, Mental analysis, Suppression, Fault finding

8 - Management, Executive ability, Personal power, Materiality

9 - Artistic genius, Humanitarianism, Romance, Dissipation

As you will notice, the "vibrations" of the numbers have both "positive" and "negative" connotations, but only in the sense that All things in this universe are formed out of Duality. There are no judgments within numbers. Again, they just are the particular vibrations. And as I've already noted above, words themselves are limiting in their ability to convey information, which is why there are several 'words' to help describe the particular vibration of each number. It is the essence or nature of the number that needs to be understood, not the description of the essence. This will be made clearer in the next section.
Reading the Universe's messages

Let's say, every morning for 3 days for some reason, you wake up at exactly the same time. You normally have your alarm set for 6:00 a.m. and usually have to tear yourself out of bed just to get up at that time. But for the past 3 mornings you wake up at exactly 4:44 a.m., which of course bugs the crap out of you because you really aren't thrilled about the 6:00 a.m. wake up call in the first place. Then lets say that while you're driving to work you see a license plate with '444' on it and just by "coincidence" your lunch total comes out to $4.44 on one of those days. It usually takes universe (spirit, All, whatever you want to call it) a few times to get our attention, especially if we're not looking. So, you start to notice this "pattern" popping up a lot, and of course once you're aware of the message coming to you or at least to the fact that there is some kind of message there, it starts popping up everywhere! It's as if the universe is then confirming that you are "getting it" and it is simply delighted that you have finally paid attention. So, what's the message?

In the above example, 4 can be understood as having to do with application, loyalty and practicality while perhaps flagging you that you might be a bit rigid in some aspect of your life that you're currently struggling with. So if 4 has these qualities, what is 44 or 444? With every repetition of a number, the essence or quality of it is increased or multiplied. It's sort of like math in that 40 is 10 times the 'amount' of 4, but with the essence of numbers it's the repetition of the actual number itself that increases it's energy vibration. So, just for clarity in this example, 44 would be "complete application" or "practical application", which could also be understood as real intention. (The double and triple digit combinations and their meanings will be explained later in this book.) Then from that vibration level, 444 could be understood as "complete commitment" or intention, perhaps flagging you to be more decisive when it comes to planning your career or schooling that you've been sort of wavering on for the past 10 months. This is the Universes way of telling you "Hey, wake up! It's time to make a choice. This is the most opportune time!" Yes, very nice of it to tell you so, I think.

The great thing is that if we are paying attention and are aware, the messages are always there, sort of helping us along on this wild ride called Life. So now lets get to the part where you can "read" the messages.
Note: You will notice in my interpretations I have focused on the "positive" aspects of the vibrations. This is simply because we can choose what aspect of the message we want to tap into. Both are two sides of the same coin. If you wish to focus on the negative and interpret it that way, it's still just a vibration. It is still the same message. For example, I prefer to apply the message from universe of 44 as telling me to 'choose', or make the 'intention' in my thoughts more concrete, instead of focusing on the also inherent message that is in that number of the 'complete rigidity' I'm using to keep me from making a decision, when it would be more beneficial at the time to just decide.
Double digit 'decoder'

11 - Intuition, Creative independence, Original creativity
22 - Complete cooperation, complete union/ higher relationship
33 - Highly sociable, Complete creative expression
44 - Complete application, Practical application (intention)
55 - Complete freedom, Freedom to change, Big change
66 - Understanding love, Complete understanding, Purely loving, higher responsibility
77 - Wisdom of spirit, Complete spirit, (light of wisdom)
88 - Executive ability to manage, Complete personal power (this refers to self-empowerment, not power over others)
99 - Humanitarianism of artistic genius, Complete artistic genius, (also: Completion, as in cycles)

Triple digit 'decoder'
(Note that each of these conveys the actual inherent Nature of the Infinite Universe as well)

111 - Completely intuiting (as in, "you're right on") - this one can also mean new beginnings and Infinite Oneness (true nature of the Uni-verse)

222 - High level of complete cooperation required/expressed or being conveyed, Infinite cooperation/relationship/union, (i.e., supportive relationship being sent your way)

333 - Infinite creative expression (also can be thought of as artistic genius… i.e. 3+3+3=9)

444 - Complete commitment / intention required / expressed (also can be seen as a "window of opportunity has opened up and now would be a good time to CHOOSE")

555 - BIG changes coming up, Complete freedom and change (i.e., good time to be open to new things, infinite change/freedom

666 - Completely understanding truth of LOVE (no, I don't subscribe to the negative connotations people have chosen to attach to this number sequence, although it can be understood as also "watch your thoughts", as in maybe it would be better to be more positive), Infinitely Loving/understanding
777 - Infinite Spirit, Complete wisdom of spirit

888 - Abundance of personal power, of ability to self-manage

999 - Infinite artistic genius, Higher humanitarianism

000 - Universal essence, All that appears unmanifest

Note on flexibility within these interpretations:

Once you are use to picking up common messages, you'll start noticing that particular patterns repeat for you specifically. For example, the numbers 355 and 356 have sort of "followed me around" for the past 20 years and I have come to know their meaning on many different levels, so depending on what circumstance I am in at a particular time in my life, the message will mean something slightly different. For me, 356 means 'creative expression freely loving/understanding' if I'm struggling to understand a difficult concept and wonder if I'm getting it. It can also be telling me 'creative expression of free love/understanding' is suggested in a situation where I'm wondering what to tell someone who's having a rotten day or may be acting in an undesirable manner towards me.

When you 'know' the language, you'll start truly understanding the messages in the way that they are intended for you. This is the beginning of tapping into synchronicity more often in your life by learning to pay attention to the co-incidences that are actually happening all of the time. This is also the tool for listening to life with your intuition as you work more and more with the numbers and learn to interpret the messages intuitively. There is a kind of fluid synergy that begins to happen after awhile.

The number interpretations I have provided here are simply guidelines to help you understand the particular nature and vibrations of each number. As you continue to work with your own numbers and messages, you will develop an unique relationship with the Universe/Spirit Itself, thus co-operating in the synchronistic synergy that evolves.
**Mixed double digits (Examples)**

116 - Intuiting understanding/loving
255 - cooperation of complete freedom, or cooperating with big changes
277 - relationship/cooperation with higher spirit
331 - complete creative expression of independence/originality
355 - creative expression completely freed/change
388 - creative expression of higher personal power
422 - apply complete cooperation/ higher relationship
445 - intend freedom, choose freedom (allow change)
466 - apply loving understanding, apply complete understanding
499 - apply complete humanitarianism, apply complete artistic genius
544 - free choice, freely intending
557 - complete freedom of spirit or wisdom
577 - free complete spirit
633 - understanding complete sociability/friendliness
644 - understanding intention, loving intended
664 - completely understanding application, high level of love applied
722 - spirit completely cooperating, wisdom of higher union
744 - spirit's intention, wise commitment
755 - wisdom within complete freedom/ changes, spirit is completely free
779 - wisdom of spirit in humanitarianism
811 - power of intuition
844 - power of intention
855 - management / power of complete freedom or big changes
886 - complete personal power is Loving
944 - compassion/humanitarianism intended, artistic genius applied

**Powerful combinations: Double - Triple combos (Examples)**

11555 - intuiting BIG change coming
22299 - infinite cooperation with higher energies of artistic genius
33777 - complete creative expression of infinite spirit
44488 - commitment to complete personal power
55444 - complete freedom to change within window of opportunity
66622 - Infinite Love within complete union/ cooperation/relationships
77555 - wisdom of spirit showing BIG change ahead
88811 - higher level of personal power as intuition
99333 - complete humanitarianism /artistic genius is infinite creative expression
Multiple sequences (Examples)

134 - original creative expression applied
257 - relationship with free spirit
369 - creative expression + love = artistic genius/humanitarianism (3+6=9)
485 - apply management ability freely
527 - freely cooperating with spirit / wisdom
648 - understanding/loving applies personal power
727 - spirit to spirit, union of spirits / wisdom, wise relationship with spirit
813 - self management/power of original creative expression
956 - artistic genius freely understanding /frees love

Having fun with the "language": Side thoughts

1+2=3 : creativity + union = creative expression
2+3=5 : union + creative expression = change in the expression
3+4=7 : creative expression + application = expression of spiritual energy
4+5=9 : application + change/freedom = artistic genius released
                (or freedom of application)
5+6=11 : freedom + love = true intuition ☺
6+7=13 : understanding + spirit = creative expression of originality
7+8=15 : wisdom + power = original freedom
8+9=17 : power + humanitarianism = original spirit
9+1=10 : artistic genius + creativity/independence
                   = originality/creativity of the unmanifest
In learning and understanding the inherent vibrations or energies of numbers and the messages with which universe can 'speak' to us, we have a very simple yet effective tool for understanding ourselves and life itself. This tool, in essence, simplifies our understanding of Universal truths thereby making it easier for us to sift through the myriad of information we are bombarded with on a daily basis, without knowing which of it is really truth and which is merely what *everyone has always believed to be true.* I hope by learning this tool, you will find at least some of the answers you've been searching for and know that the Universe is always there to send a kind note of encouragement your way. Inevitably, spirit / universe will always lead us back to within as that is where our answers are, have always been and will always be.

Peace and blessings,
Elaine

"77766" ☺
(Infinite Spirit is completely Loving)
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